
FORT HOOD SHOOTING

On November 5, , a mass shooting took place at Fort Hood, near Killeen, Texas. Nidal Hasan, a U.S. Army major and
psychiatrist, fatally shot 13 people and.

Attendees of these meetings reportedly included the Walter Reed chief of psychiatry, the chairman of the
USUHS Psychiatry Department, two assistant chairs of the USUHS Psychiatry Department one of whom was
the director of Hasan's psychiatry fellowship , another psychiatrist, and the director of the Walter Reed
psychiatric residency program. Two officers are killed and 14 others are wounded. Sign up for the Early Bird
Brief - a daily roundup of military and defense news stories from around the globe. Dallas attorney Patrick
McLain, a former Marine, said that Hasan may have been legally justified in his request, but he could not
comment without knowing what soldiers had said. He told me not to join the Army. He is sentenced to death
in  He is convicted and sentenced to death. August 17, - A military appeals court halts the murder case against
Hasan indefinitely, to determine whether the Army can forcibly shave Hasan's beard. In another document, he
wrote "I invite the world to read the book of All-Mighty Allah and decide for themselves if it is the truth from
their Lord. According to NPR, fellow students and faculty were "deeply troubled" by Hasan's behavior, which
they described as "disconnected", "aloof", " paranoid ", "belligerent" and " schizoid ". Hide Caption. The
Pentagon argued that charging Hasan with terrorism was not possible within the military justice system and
that such action could harm the military prosecutors' ability to sustain a guilty verdict against Hasan. He is
sentenced to life in prison in May  Casey, Jr. Obama was criticized by the media for being "insensitive", as he
addressed the shooting only three minutes into his prepared speech, and then for not according it sufficient
gravitas. Most of the documents included the acronym "SoA", which is considered shorthand for "Soldier of
Allah". Jessie A. Government[ edit ] A spokesman for the Defense Department called the shooting an
"isolated and tragic case", [] and Defense Secretary Robert Gates pledged that his department would do
"everything in its power to help the Fort Hood community get through these difficult times. What an honor.
He was regularly seen there[ where? Our diversity, not only in our Army, but in our country, is a strength. In
he is resentenced to life in prison. President Barack Obama at the memorial service for the victims of the
shooting rampage The U. Hasan Akbar launches a rifle and grenade attack on officers' tents at Camp
Pennsylvania in Kuwait, during the first days of the Iraq War. George Tiller, who practiced abortion.
Campbell Jr. Joseph Bozicevich shoots and kills Staff Sgt. March 5, - Marine Sgt. John Carrillo Jr. Kidd, then
shoots and seriously wounds his commanding officer, Lt. June 8, - Col. At Fort Hood, Hasan rented an
apartment away from other officers, in a somewhat rundown area. May 11, - Sgt. Such offenders "often
self-radicalize from a volatile mix of personal distress, psychological issues, and an ideology that can be
sculpted to justify and explain their anti-social leanings". Osborn rules that Hasan is physically fit to represent
himself during his court-martial. Reading books like Deadly Forces Encounters and Cop Shock , both of
which deal with the stress and trauma of shootings, is also high on her list of recommendations. A Muslim
psychiatrist in the audience raised his hand, and challenged Hasan's claims. During opening statements, Hasan
declares, "The evidence will clearly show that I am the shooter. Awlaki had been the subject of several FBI
investigations, and had helped hijackers al-Hazmi and Hanjour settle, and provided spiritual guidance to them
when they met him at the San Diego mosque, and after they drove to the east coast. July 6, - Lt. My desire is
to help people attain heaven by the mercy of their Lord. Tony Shaffer, a military analyst at the Center for
Advanced Defense Studies , suggested that Hasan was "either offering himself up or [had] already crossed that
line in his own mind". Nidal Malik Hasan, 39, killed 13 people and injured 32 at Fort Hood, Texas, during a
shooting rampage.


